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Abstract

The linear response of a periodic Vlasov plasma distribution function is computed to second

order in the electric field (this procedure is also given justification). The results for a specific electric

field are then compared with the results of computer simulation for different amplitudes of the elec

tric field. The onset of the deviations from linear theory as the amplitude increases are correctly

predicted by trapping theory, indicating that trapping is responsible for limitingthe validity of linear

theory.

Has researchwassupported by Departmentof EnergyContractDE-AT03-76ET53064.



LIMITS OF LINEAR RESPONSE OF A VLASOV DISTRIBUTION

Introduction

The amplitude at which a wave in a collisionless (Vlasov) plasma ceases to obey linear theory

is a question of general interest. Although this question is well understood theoretically for the case*

to be considered here, the techniques learned in simulating it will be needed in attacking the more

difficult magnetized case.

An electrostatic wave in an unmagnetized plasma is considered here. The wave is imposed,

i.e. the distribution function has no effect on the electric field. Thus the wave may represent

any electrostatic wave, but self-consistent effects will not be present. The boundary conditions are

periodic, and the wave amplitude varies in time.

In the report which follows, first the linear theory is worked out in detail so that it may be

compared with simulation to ensure the correctness of the simulation (this work is certainly not

new, as it is implicit in quasi-linear theory, but I have found no references which treat it). Next,

trapping (which is expected to be responsible for the onset of non-linearity in the particle response)

is considered, and a simple rule for when trapping should be important is derived. (This rule is

also well known.) Finally, a simulation is performed to examine the transition from linearity to

non-linearity. The distribution function and its first two moments are used as diagnostics.

Analytic Theory and Calculation of Second-Order Perturbed Distribution Function

The interaction of a wave with a plasma is through the distribution function, and all information

regarding that interaction is contained in it. For a linear wave, the distribution function is only

perturbed slightly, and can be expanded as a power series in some parameter related to the electric

field strength. The first three orders of this expansion have important meanings. The zero order

distribution function is just the unperturbed distribution function, and for the cases of interest

here, is constant in space and time. The first order perturbed distribution function supports the

wave, and is proportional to the first order electric field. Like the first order electric field, the first

order perturbed distribution function is sinusoidal in time and space. The second order perturbed

distribution function has a non-zero average, and therefore represents the first term in the expansion
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which can give rise to long-term deviations from the initial distribution. The second order perturbed

distribution function can be used to compute several diagnostics of interest; for instance, the average

velocity of the distribution (assuming the average velocity of the zero order distribution was chosen

as zero), and the perturbed kinetic energy density of the distribution to highest order will be

®=jjj*h(*)** (i)

and

£=\nmjjjv2f2{v)<Pv (2)
(It would be a surprise if the wave kinetic energy of a linear wave were anything but of second order

in the wave electric field.) The second order perturbed distribution function is therefore the order

of most interest in the context of the interaction of a linear wave with a plasma, and specifically for

current drive applications.

Linear theory usually deals only with the first order perturbed distribution function. To cal

culate the second order perturbed distribution function, it is necessary to extend the usual linear

theory to quantities of second order. It is to be emphasized that these quantities are not of a non

linear nature; they are simply second-order consequences of linear theory (i.e., they depend only on

the first order electric field). This concept will be clear to those who are familiar with quasi-linear

theory (although this method is not strictly speaking quasi-linear).

The method of computing the second order distribution function will be illustrated for the 1-d

electrostatic case, but first, some justification must be given for the claim that the second order

perturbed distribution function is truly derivable from linear quantities.

Second Order Correction to the Electric Field

The procedures for calculating the kinetic energy from perturbed velocities and distribution

functions require some justification for ignoring the second-order correction to the electric field,

which is a non-linear quantity. While in this model the electric field is imposed, in general, the

self-consistency requirement will dictate the existence of a correction which is of second order in the

first-order field. (Since the electric field is now being expanded, it is fair to ask what the expansion

parameter really is; it is sufficient to second order to consider the expansion parameter to be the

part of the electric field which varies sinusoidally at the desired frequency and wave number.)
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The argument begins by expanding the Vlasov equation in orders of the electric field:

$+'-!l+i<»"*-$- (3)

Here E\ is the expansion parameter. It is assumed that thereis no equilibrium electric field {Eq = 0).

E2 is the part of the electric field which in a self-consistent model would be generated by

second-order perturbations in the charge density arising from E\ (and self-consistently from E%

itself). Poisson's equationdictates its existence, and puts someconstraintson its temporal behavior,

specifically, it, like all other second order quantities may have a part which is slowly varying in space

and time, and a part with twice the wavelength and twice the frequency of the linear field. Its

average (in space and time over the short time-scale, i.e., its slowly varying part) is chosen to be

zero. This is an assumption, and deserves some discussion.

The assumption that &z has an average of zero can be understood intuitively. Any electric

field which has a non-zero average represents a global effect, as opposed to the local effect of any

sinusoidally varying field. Ei can only arise due to the flow and build-up of charge on a large scale.

In a periodic model, for instance, the average of Ez is constrained to be zero by the periodicity

requirement on the electrostatic potential. In the general case, the average value of E<i will depend

on the boundary conditions of the model.

The right-hand side of equation (5) can now be split into a slowly varying and a rapidly os

cillating part, with the slowly varying part depending on E\ but not E?. fa can likewise be split

into a slowly varying part fa and a rapidly oscillating part fa splitting equation (5) in two. The

average value of fa will be small, and if the wave is of constant amplitude in either space or time,

the appropriate average of fa will be zero. It is the average value of fa which is of interest. This

is now plainly fa, which does not depend on E? at all. Thus, provided only fa is considered, Ei is

irrelevent, and the second order perturbed distribution function depends only on the linear electric

field amplitude.

Theory Applied to Electrostatic Waves in an Unmagnetized Plasma

To illustrate how the second order perturbed distribution function is calculated, and to test the

correctness of the method, the second order perturbed distribution function will be calculated for a
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Langmuir wave which is spatially uniform The electric field is chosen to be i?(x, t) = E\ exp[yt +

i(kx —u/t)]. The electric field is imposed rather than calculatedself-consistently for several reasons.

First, imposing self-consistency is nothing more than choosing the correct "imposed" field, i.e., self-

consistency (in linear problems) is in effect a condition on 7. Second, a self-consistent wave must

(given a Maxwellian plasma) have a negative growth rate (i.e. a positive damping rate). This would

require that the distribution function which we are trying to find, be used as the initial condition.

The obvious initial condition to use is fa = 0 at t = —00. Naturally, one cannot have a damping rate

as well as no excitation at t = —00, but physically speaking one must have some way of exciting the

wave which is outside the infinite homogeneous model such as an antenna or ponderomotive force;

thus, it is reasonable to assume a driving field at some time during the evolution of the wave and a

positive growth rate 7.

Expanding the unmagnetized Vlasov equation,

?k+v?k =-±E^ (8)
dt dx m dv

These equations can be solved using the method of characteristics with characteristics defined

by x(t) = x(to) + v -(t —to) and v(t) = constant (see Appendix A for details of solution). The result

is

where the bar denotes averaging over position and phase angle.

Note that this formula is very similar to formulas from quasi-linear theory. This formula,

however, results from a single coherent wave rather than a spectrum of incoherent waves.

Distribution Function After Passage ofWave

A generalization of this method is also useful. If a plasma is subjected to a wave pulse of limited

duration, the form of the perturbed distribution function as t —> 00 can be calculated for a pulse of

arbitrary shape. Since the wave has disappeared at t —00, this represents only The change in the

distribution function can be ascribed solely to Landau damping.



Let

E{t) = E{t)ei(hx-Mt)

where E(t) is the pulse modulation function (no assumption about the rate of variation of this

function is necessary). Using the same method of characteristics as before,

qdfa f*/l(x,t) =-S-^. ( EtfylkW-t))-^&
m dv 7_oo

=_i.^e**(»-«*) HE{t -r)ei<w-fcw)Tdr
m dv Jq

where r = t —i!. Taking the first formula for fa as t —*• oo,

m dv y.oo

man

where E is the Fourier transform of E. Note the well-known rippling behavior of fa with the ripples

becoming finer and finer as time passes [1].

To calculate the second-order perturbed distribution function, the second formula for fa (x, t) is

substituted into the integral:

/2(*,0 =-- f E{x\e)-?-fa{x\v'J)dt>

.Re f>-'-«01. (Mi J" E(e -T)e'(»-*»)' dr)l (12)

Setting £= oo and interchanging the order of integration,

since J* E{tf)E(t? —r)dtf is even in t. Now applying the convolution theorem gives

(10)
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(This formula can actually be used to compute ^(*o) by substituting E(t)Q(to —t) for E(t) where

Q(t) is the Heavyside step function.) Again, note the similarity to the results of quasi-linear theory.

Equation (15) has the form of a diffusion operator operating on fa. This formula will also be used

in the comparison with the simulation results.

One important conclusion which can be drawn from (15), is the relation between the damping

rate and the width in velocity of the resonant region. When the envelope is rapidly varying, E(u>)

is a wide function, and so a large part of velocity space will be perturbed significantly. When the

envelope is slowly varying, only a narrow part of velocity space should be affected. This should mean

that a strongly damped wave will spread out its energy over a wider region of velocity space, and

therefore that the ma.Tnmiim magnitude of the perturbation will be smaller. This in turn should mean

that strongly damped waves will follow the predictions of linear theory at higher amplitudes than

weakly damped waves. This intuitive argument will become more concrete in the section devoted to

trapping.

Analytic Checks of Perturbed Distribution Function

To check the accuracy of the linear calculation (and the correctnessof the algebra) two separate

calculations were made. Since neither of the methods generate the distribution function, the second

order perturbed kinetic energy was chosen as the diagnostic for comparison between the calculations.

The first method is to compute the first and second order perturbed velocities, and compute the

energy from them. This calculation is closely related to the calculation by perturbed distribution

functions, so only the correctness of the algebra is truly tested. The second method is completely

different, and is valid only in the limit of small 7. It assumes only that the linear dielectric function is

given, and that the field amplitude changes sufficiently slowly. This method should represent a truly

independent verification of the correctness of the method of calculation by perturbed distribution

functions.

Langmuir Energy by Method of Perturbed Velocities

This method can be derived as a canonical transformation of the method of perturbed distri

bution functions. Starting with the formal solution of the Vlasov equation,

/(*(*),»(*). 0 = /oWO), t = 0) (16)
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(note that / is independent of x at t = 0 — it is only necessary that / be independent of x at some

time, even t = -oo) multiply both sides by \nmv(t)2, integrate over all velocities, and over one

period in x(t):

[ inmt/2/(*, v, t) a*va*x = / inmt/(02/o(v(0), t=0) a*v{t)a*x{t)

Now make the change of variables x(t) —*• x(0), v(t) —♦ v(0). Since this is a canonical transformation,

the phase space volume is unchanged, and

/ inmt/2/(*, v, t) d3va*x = ( inmv(02/o(v(0), t=0) a*v(0)d3x{0)

Now expanding both sides in orders of the electric field and setting the second order terms equal

(remembering that integrating over x is an averaging operation),

f^nmv2f2(v, t)a*v= f^nmfjfi2'+2v0(t)v1i{t)]fo{voi t=0) a*v0 (17)

The calculation by perturbed velocities begins by expanding the equation of motion

| =!*(,) (18)

in orders of the electric field. The expansion is

*? =0 (19)
at

T" £«"£«"> (21)
Setting E = E\ exp(ikx —iujt+ 7*) (as in the calculation of the secondorder perturbed distribution

function), turns the xi •d/dx into ikxi. Some care must be taken in the interpretation of these

formulae, as the velocities are taken to be complex (for now), but x0 and xi must be purely real.

These equations can now be solved directly (see Appendix B for details of solution):

vq = constant (22)

vi = i^Ex- (23)
m u) — kvq +17

^ . £.***± [__> 1 (24)
4 m2 dvo l{u> —kvo)2 + 72J
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Here the bar denotes an average over space (it is assumed that the initial distribution is uniform in

space).

Taking the real part of vi,

1 2 E2 q2 2 t d \ vp 1 . .
-vf + v0v2 = -~ —~er*x— (25)
2 4 m2 dvo L(u/ —&Vo)2 + 72J

after some simple manipulation. Averaging over the distribution function and integrating by parts

gives a total kinetic energy

EPnq2 f v0dfo(vo)/dv0
W

E2™? f vodfaM/dvo . .
4 m J (oj —kvq)z +1*

The kinetic energy according to the second order perturbed distribution function is

frno2 fv2 d dfa/dv
W ~ 4 m J 2dv(w-kv)2 + >y2 K }

which is the same as (26) when integrated by parts, so the algebra of the derivation of the second

order perturbed distribution function can safely be assumed to be correct.

Derivation of Energy from Dielectric Function

The final test of the correctness of the method is the well-known formula

H2 E!2 dSwave =Wwavt. +€0-T- ="J- «£J (<^€r(a/)) (28)

where er is the real part of the dielectric function. As mentioned, this derivation makes stronger

assumptions about the wave than the preceding ones. This will make the results harder to compare,

but the comparison will represent a true test of the correctness of the concepts behind the use of

the second order perturbed distribution function.

The derivation of (28) will now be outlined. It is assumed that k and u0 are real. The real and

imaginary parts of e(fc,u>) will be denoted €r and €,-. (A scalar dielectric function is also assumed,

though a more general result can be similarly derived for a tensor dielectric function.)

The only formulas needed are

JD(£, w) = £(£, a/) E{k, a/) (29)

and

J«* +^=0 (30)



Since k plays no role in the derivation, it will be dropped.

Since €is a scalar, the vectors are unnecessary, and will be omitted from the rest of the derivation.

Assume that E has the form

E{t) = E^e'^' (31)

where E is real, and varies slowly, so that E(uj) is sharply peaked around u/ = 0. Note that the

existence of E(ui) here implies that E —• 0 as t —*• ±oo.

The strategy of the derivation is to approximate dD/dt as a function of time, then substitute

this into the second formula and dot it with E. This can then be put in the form of an electrostatic

Poynting theorem, which will identify the energy density. The crucial assumption in the derivation

is that E(uf) is large only in a narrow enough region about uq that e(u>) can be approximated as

€(<*>o) + (w —vo)de/dv.

The result is:

d_
dt

d ( i \\ & E2 1
=-woeiM~Y ~ 2Re-?«>''E

or substituting e; = <rr/<j0,

d_
dt

d ( ( \\ & -^e{jint+jext)'E

(32)

(33)

The identification of the quantity in brackets as the energy density is now obvious. Some

confusion may arise as to the meaning of jext since the original idea was to impose the electric field

inconsistently. The total current however, must be consistent with the electric field. Since not all

the current was accounted for by the internal current of the dielectric, an external current had to

be included. This external current can be thought of as being the physical driver of the wave in the

dielectric.

As with the Poynting theorem, the energy includes both the kinetic (internal) and the elec

trostatic parts (including the electrostatic part representing 5/?eait0), so the wave kinetic energy

is:

w={ir0{uJo^-eo_ 4

The non-wave kinetic energy (due to energy absorption by Landau damping) can be computed

by integrating the energy loss term —u/oCj(o/o)4- in the conservation law. Thus by this method, the
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kinetic wave energy and the absorbed kinetic energy have separate identities, and they can both be

found. Note that the perturbation methods made no distinction between these energies.

A similar derivation could have been done using a Laplace transform, allowing the problem

to be an initial value problem, but the non-wave kinetic energy at t —0 would had to have been

specified. This is not a major problem for this approximation, but for E(t) more rapidly varying, as

it is in the perturbation methods, it is a serious problem. Note that no assumptions have been made

about € aside from its being independent of the field amplitude, but the important assumption that

E(t) —• 0 as t —♦ ±oo has been made.

Langmuir Energy by Linear Dielectric Function

This method can now be applied to the energy of a Langmuir wave. The dielectric function for

the Langmuir wave is:

<k,u) =1+]^-[l+£.N{£.)] (34)

where X% = kBT/n€? (n = number density) and

"m-teLt^* (35)

Z being the standard Plasma Dispersion Function (as definedby Fried and Conte [2]). The contour

of integration is taken below the pole at £ = z. (This normalization eliminates some annoying factors

of y/2.) €o is taken to be 1 to simplify the algebra.

Applying formula (28), one finds after using N'(z) = -[1 + zN(z)] that

Wwaoe =^ [1 - z2 +«(2 - z2) Re N(z)] •̂ (36)
where z = uj/kvt. This represents the wavekinetic energy, i.e., the energy which will vanish when the

electric field vanishes. There is an additional part of the energy due to the Landau damping of the

wave, or in terms of the linear formula, the resistivity. Since the model is kinetic and collisionless,

this energy must show up in the distribution function. This additional energy is accounted for by

the source term in the energy conservation law (33):

WLandau =J ulm€(u)^lde
l J2 HF ( J2 \ fl &{?) J,
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for a/ real (as assumed). Up until this point, no assumptions have been made about E. For the

sakeof comparison with the results of the other two methods, E = Ei exp(7t) will now be imposed,

whereEi is a constant, and 7 is a positivegrowth rate. Equation (37) can now be integrated, giving

f *2Q*_I^fl (38)
J-co 2 7 4

and so

•-* ^> (39)„. 1 pitkvt 2 -i

This result clearly separates the wave kinetic energy from the kinetic energy due to damping,

but it does assume that the electric field amplitude E varies slowly with respect to u>.

To compare this answer with the result of the perturbation methods, it is necessary to consider

the perturbation result with set / equal to a Maxwellian, and take the limit as 7 —• 0, since the

derivation of formula (28) assumed that the variation of E was slow. (Note that it is not enough

to set 7 = 0, since the damping energy is proportional to I/7, and would become infinite.)' When

the limit 7 —> 0 is taken, equations (36) and (39) are indeed recovered. This agreement gives great

confidence that the correct method and results have been obtained.

Theory for the Onset of Trapping in Langmuir Waves

The non-linear phenomenonwhichis responsible for the breakdownof linear theory is expected

to be wave trapping. Wave trapping is conceptually fairly simple. The electric field of a wave sets

up potential wells in the frame in which the wave is stationary. This potential alters the particle

trajectories (see Figure 1). Particles which areon closed orbits are said to be trapped by the wave.

These closed orbit are very different from the second order perturbed orbits used in the previous

section, since the perturbed orbits do not reverse themselves except perhaps briefly. However, the

orbits are very close for times which are short compared to the time it takes a particle to travel

around its trapping orbit. Thus, one would expect that linear theory would be accurate as long

as the trapped particles have not traveled a significant fraction of the way around their orbits. In

physical terms, one might expect that wtrt <C fl" for linear theory to hold, where u>tr is the frequency

of oscillation of the most deeply trapped (most nearly simple harmonic) orbits. (The choice of it in

the above formula is convenient, but a bit arbitrary — 7r/2 might just as well have been used.)
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This concept can be extended to the present case of time varying field amplitude by defining

the cumulative trapping phase shift as

where

wtr(t)

=Jutr(t)dt (40)

=J±kE(t) (41)
V m

is the trapping frequency. Substituting E(t) = jE70e"nr''lei(*SB"ta'*), which is the form which will be

assumed for the simulations, and integrating,

A*tr = -JlkEo (42)=i /I
7Vm

(Note the notation change from Section B where the perturbing field amplitude was denoted as E\

rather than Eq — this is only a notation change.) This shows that the larger the damping rate, the

smaller the effect of trapping, and the better linear theory applies. Since the dependence on Eq is

only a square root, a large damping rate compensate up for a considerable field strength.

Another important trapping parameter is the trapping velocity width, which is the range of

velocities about the wave velocity for which there are trapped particles. In figure 1, for instance,

the trapping velocity width is the difference between the center of the diagram and the top of the

separatrix (the curve which separates the trapped from the untrapped orbits — it is the curve which

meets itself at an angle at the edge of the diagram). The formula for this quantity is

At/tr =2A/-if (43)
V m k

The quantity which will be most useful in interpreting the simulation results will be the maximum

trapping width, which is

A„lr =2,/54 (44)
V 771 k

Avtr/vt is a measure of what fraction of the particles are trapped, and might be expected also to be a

measure of when non-linearity is important, and in the non-self-consistent case, this is partially true.

The significant deviations from the initial distribution are roughly confined to the trapping region,

so if the trapping region is small, the distribution function will seem to be only mildly affected by

trapping.
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Now consider the meanings of Avtr and A$tr in the self-consistent case. The damping rate of

a wave depends on the shape of the distribution function near the u —kv resonance. The width in

velocity of this resonance is determined by the damping rate 7, not the maximum trapping width

Avtr. The shape (specifically the slope) of the distribution function will change only when the

trapped particles have gone a significant wayalong their orbits; i.e., when A$tr becomes significant.

The TnAYimiim trapping width Av«r plays no role in this, and so the only parameter relevant to

non-linearity in self-consistent waves should be the cumulative trapping phase change A$tr.

Numerical Particle Simulations of Langmuir Waves

To test the second order linear theory which was worked out in section B, some simulations were

done on the problem of electrostatic waves in an unmagnetized plasma. The expected second order

perturbed distribution function was worked out earlier, and the simulation itself is fairly cheap.

The simulation model follows the calculation model. It is periodic, collisionless, and the electric

field is imposed. The imposed electric field is an advantage in simulation, as it yields minimum

noiseand higher speed, and allows any shape for the temporal modulationof the electric field. The

electric field waschosen to be E0 exp(-7|t|) cos(fcx - lot) (see Figure 2). This shape of the envelope

of the electric field amplitude allowsboth of the calculations from section B to be tested; specifically,

the calculation for an exponentially growing wave can be tested at t < 0, and the calculation for a

complete wave pulseas £—• 00 can be tested at the end of the simulation. The phasevelocity, u//fc,

was chosen as vt, so that the resonant electrons would be at the maximum slope of the distribution

function. This makes the effects of Landau damping most pronounced. The growth/damping rate 7

was chosen as 0.25fa/t, so that the resulting second order perturbed distribution function would have

a width of 0.25vt which is both wide enough to be observable and narrow enough to be realistic.

The dimensionless tth»Httiiitti electric field amplitude, qEo/hmv2, was given the three different values

0.025, 0.05, and 0.1.

The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows plots of /(v, t —* 00) averaged over x,

for the three values of Eq as observed, and plots of fa(v, t —*• oo)/fa(v) both theoretical and observed

(the smooth lines aretheoretical). Figure 4 shows the observed values of the average velocity (which,

of course, represents current drive in one dimension) and second order kinetic energy, both at t = 0

(not to be confused with the beginning of the simulation) as per equation 26, and as t —* 00,
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versus the maximum field amplitude. The theoretical values, as computed by numerical integration,

are represented by horizontal lines. These plots show both the correctness of the theory at linear

amplitudes, and the onset of trapping effects. These effects include the deviation of the distribution

function from the profile predicted by linear theory, particularly within the maximum trapping

width (Figure 3), and the decrease in the relative energy and momentum given to the distribution

(Figure 4). The marinwim trapping width is also plotted to indicate the region over which significant

deviation from linear theory might be expected. The simulation shows good agreement for quite

large Avtr/vt (~ 0.45 for Eq = 0.05), reinforcing the conclusion that it is the cumulative trapping

phase shift which limits the effects of trapping rather than the trapping width.

The values of A$tr for the three runs shown are 2.53, 3.58, and 5.06 respectively. Comparing

these values with Figure 3, A$tr ~ i" seems to be roughly the value at which deviation from linear

theory becomes large, as expected. This is convincing evidence that trapping is indeed the effect

which causes deviations from linear theory, and that the simple theory of the previous section is

accurate in predicting when such deviations will occur.

Conclusions and Future Work

The basic conclusions to be drawn from this work are that linear theory works well in the

unmagnetized plasma, that trapping theory accurately predicts the breakdown of linear theory, and

that simulation is capable of verifying both linear theory and the onset of trapping.

Future work will include the application of this technique to waves in a magnetized plasma.

This case is not as well understood, and should exhibit some interesting phenomena due to the

presence of many trapping resonances rather that just one, as in the unmagnetized case.
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APPENDICES

Appendbc A: Derivation of Second Order Perturbed Distribution Function for Langmuir Waves

The calculation of the second order distribution function begins by expanding the Vlasov equa

tion in orders of the electric field:

C7t OX 771 OV

Using the method of characteristics, in which x(t) —x(to) + v • (t —to) and v(t) = constant,

$~i-w»£ (a4>
So assuming fa is independent of x,

7_oom dv

so

Similarly,

=.ii.£_^/^_e-iM-*»+n«) (05)
77i u —kv + i-y

it - mm^;

=il^2Re re-*(««-MO+M)l Re L-*(««-M0+«7*)iL f d/o/&> ^1 (a6)
m2 L J L dv \u/ —kv + iij]

dfa j_fr r _a / dfa/dv \]
dt m2 2 I dv\u)-kv + i>y)\

=££^1 ( dM*> ) (a7)
m2 2 7 dv \(u-kv)2 + i2)

f(,_^g2 d r a/o/ftF
/2W 4 77l20V |>-**>)* +72

(a8)
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Appendbc B: Derivation of Linear Energy by Perturbed Particle Velocities

The calculation by perturbed velocities begins by expanding the equation

in orders of the electric field. The expansion is

5=0 m

Setting E = Ei exp(ikx —iut + 7$) turns the xi •d/dx into ikxi. Some care must be taken in the

interpretation of these formulae, as the velocities are taken to be complex (for now), but xo and xi

must be purely real.

These equations can now be solved directly:

vo = constant (65)

xo = xt- + vo* (66)

a eihxi-i(ut-hvo+it)t
vi = i-Ei — (67)

771 U — KVq + 17

X! = -2-Ei-. (68)
771 [fjj — KVq + i7)z

In solving for the second order perturbed velocity, one needs to keep two things in mind: only

the non-spatially dependent part of V2 is needed, and that it is the real parts of the first order

quantities that appear in the equation for v?. Thus the formula

1
Re AReB = - ReAB*

2

when A and B are both of the form Aeth*t can be used. The differential equation becomes

^l^H-kE^e^Re
dt 2m2 ' (w-fcvo + 1'7)2

_ l_ Ei 2y(u,-kv0) 2„
m2 2 [(o;-fcv0)2+72]2
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The solution is

- - *% f 2fe^ ~ fev°) ^
^ " 4 m2 [(« - fcv0)2 +72]2

„S^7*JL[ 1 1 (610)
4 77i2 dvo \is*i —kvo)2 + 72J

Now all that remains is to find | v2 + vqv^ and average it over the distribution function. Using

the same rule for the real part of a product,

El? &*.
2 m2 (w - Jkvo)2 + 72

(611)

5<+̂ -?i>,i[pz^7?] W
after some simple manipulation. Averaging over the distribution function and integrating by parts

gives a total kinetic energy

W—£*[t- r% ,* (M3)A mj (w - fcv)2 + 72 v
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Figure 1. Orbits in astationary sinusoidal potential.
Orbits indicated by dotted lines are trapped.
(Scale was chosen for convenience only.)
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Figure 3a. Distribution function and perturbation for Eq = 0.025
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Figure 3b. Distribution function and perturbation for Eq = 0.05
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Figure 3c. Distribution function and perturbation for Eq = 0.1
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Figure 4a. Average velocity versus Eq at t = 0 and t —oo
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Figure 4b. Energy density versus Eq at t = 0 and t = oo
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